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About This Game
Grab your friends, neighbors, extended family and that handsome cashier from the grocery store and get ready for some sweet,
award-winning, couch and online multiplayer. With your trusty bow, shoot, dodge and deflect arrows in this zany isometric
archery game.

2-4 frenemies can duke it out both locally and online, or at the same time! With tons of unique levels, and utterly devastating
power ups to smite your enemies, such as explosive rockets, electric tesla coils and leg-chomping bear traps, the term bows and
arrows has never been used this loosely!
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If you’re looking to mend any friendships ruined in the arena, there’s a fully co-operative survival mode as well. 1-4 archers can
team up to defeat waves of menacing bears that come packaged with with an arsenal of axes, cannons and spear rifles. Compete
for the highscores with a combo multiplier, and the unpredictable power-up spinner!

As if battling your friends or waves of killer bears wasn’t hard enough, you’ll also have to watch your step. Whether it's the edge
of a skyscraper, a mischievous lazer eye, or a rampaging boulder, the environments in which you decimate your fellow archers
can be as treacherous as your foes.

What’s the point of being the best bow-and-arrow-shooter around if you don’t look good while doing it? Every battle in Arrow
Heads rewards players with bird seed. Save up enough and you can unlock new birds to play as, fancier bows and bizarre
projectiles that can be loosely defined as ‘arrows’.

Take an arrow to the face early in the round? Don’t worry, in Arrow Heads you’re able to get your vengeance from beyond the
grave by flopping! Throw your corpse around mindlessly, slap your enemies in the face with your noodly arms to stun them, or
even take arrows for that one guy who you sort of have an alliance with. Does it make sense? That’s debatable. Is it fun? Also
debat-- YES!
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Title: Arrow Heads
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
OddBird
Publisher:
OddBird
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2017
b4d347fde0

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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the anderson mod is not showing in the game. Read the reviews, and i said it couldnt possibly be that bad. So i gave it a chance, i
really did... But this game is just bad!
The idea of running a movie studio is great but this game does everything wrong and is not fun at all.
All this game succeeds in doing is getting you\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off.. Apparently I bought
a game that was never patched and hates usb keyboards and mice.
You actually can't have any USB Keyboard or mouse plugged in while playing this game, or you suffer micro stutters every few
seconds. What a wonderful port.... better still have a PS\2 Keyboard and mouse interface or USB switch that can quickly shut
off your keyboard\mouse. Havn't had a fun time with it so far fighting this microstutter issue and the fix is innane, but it does
work. Least the game has no issues with 4k.
I can't recommend this with the microstutter issue apparenly never even looked into as it seems to be as old as when as it was
put on steam. Thats pretty shameful.. UNFINNISHED GAME AND MASSIVELY OVER PRICED FOR CURRENT
CONTENT.
I paid £7 for this, for an indie game that is quite a lot in my opinion. As a Battletech fan I liked the look and saw potential. As of
this writing however there have not been any game updates for roughly 2 months, there is a list of promised improvements and
features still outstanding, however there have been several DLC releases.
The game itself is not bad but if left in its current state with very little content or refinement I would say the game is worth
maybe a third of the retail price at best.. Graphics could be a lot better, especially to emphasize the difference between 18+ and
sfw, gameplay is max only 30 mins long, no difference in levels either and loads of bugs..
nice tiddies tho so 10/10
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Is really good , enjoy it more now since went to skaterxlmods. com have way more maps to play , anyways guys PLEASE ADD
LATE TRICKS ... late flips , late shuvs , darkslides ... stuff like that. and grabs or i havn't found out how to do grab. although
PLEASE .. late tricks. 10\/10 isn't need for speed. I really do love stealth games though I understand they can be rather
polarizing as they test patience and can be unforgiving. Turnover is a particularly unforgiving game and has pushed my patience
with the short amount of time that I have spent with it.
That said, from each death I learn how to better navigate the game as Turnover has very solid and consistent mechanics. Each
level takes me a few deaths\/runs to understand where to expect encounters and available paths and how to get through, but
getting to the end is wonderfully rewarding and I feel like I really deserved it.
Long Division, LLC is also very open to feedback and is responsive which will make this great game even better with time..
Simply broken to where completion is unachievable. This game brings so much memories when i was about 7, used to visit my
neighbour just to play this goddamn game. I was godawful at it and couldn't complete it. Good times. Looking at it objectively,
this game is nothing special, it's just another platformer with a cliche story. What i love about it is how it acknowledges what i
just said and executes that idea in such a beautiful way. Gameplay is about 4-5 hours long depending on how familiar are you
with this genre and if you want to 100% this game. The price is kinda justifiable, i'd say it's worth about 1 buck not 2. Overall i
really like this game, it has flaws but my nostalgia about it doesn't let me see any. This review \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
sucks, i'm out byeeeeeeeee!!!!! *coughs for 2 minutes straight and dies from lung cancer*. Good and hard XD. Very nice, but
note it doesn't include "Symmetric generation" or "History" in the soundtrack.. It don\u2019t work. Well, you get what you pay
for.
It is clearly stated that this game is NOT finished, but I see alot of work has been made to at least have something playable.
The only minor bug that I found is in the credit page where you can write stuff instead of the regular copyright info. I hope this
game get updated often to include more content such as maps, planes, etc... In it's current state the game is still enjoyable but
feels a bit more like a very good demo.
At this price, nothing is lost and your putting food on some devs table :). A game to look into if you are a fan of the movies.
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